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1. ANDERSON, Andrew A. Twenty-Five Years In A Waggon. Sport and Travel
in South Africa. London: Chapman and Hall, 1888. New edition in One Volume.
(so stated). Tall 8vo., orig. green cloth, (xiv), (424), 40pp. ads dated “April
1889.” With a folding map and illustrations. Inscription on halftitle, inner hinges
cracked but o/w a near fine copy. “...Mr. Anderson’s book is almost unique of its
kind. The author has undoubtedly a long and intimate acquaintance with those
portions of the Dark Continent he so well describes...”
$400
2. ANDERSSON, Charles John. The Okavango River. New York: Harper &
Brothers, 1861. First U.S. edition. Tall 8vo., orig. green cloth with a small gilt
pictorial decoration of a rhinoceros on the upper board, (xx), (21)-414, (2)pp.
ads. With a folding map in colour and also with engravings. Some scattered
foxing, cloth a bit rubbed but o/w a better than very good but not quite near fine
copy.
$650
3. ARNOT, Fred S. Garenganze; Or, Seven Years’ Pioneer Mission Work In
Central Africa. London: James E. Hawkins, nd. (1889). Second edition. Tall
8vo., orig. green cloth, (xii), 276pp. With illustrations and a folding map at rear.
Inner hinges cracked, spine slightly faded with some rubbing, a very good copy.
Frederick Stanley Arnot (1858-1914) Scottish missionary who worked to
establish missions in what are now Angola, Zambia and the Democratic
Republic of Congo. This is an account of his work in the Congo and of the tribal
chief, Msiri, who ruled a large area in Katanga Province. While Msiri was
resistant to the idea of conversion, he did allow Arnot to build a mission with a
church, school, clinic and orphanage.
$300
4. ARNOT, Frederick Stanley. Garenganze; Or, Seven Years’ Pioneer Mission
Work in Central Africa. With Introduction by Dr. A. T. Pierson. Containing
Twenty Illustrations and a Map prepared by the Royal Geographical Society.
London: James E. Hawkins... nd. (189-?) Third edition, so stated. Tall 8vo., orig.
cloth backed pictorial paper boards, (xiv), 276pp. With a folding map at the rear.
A bit of scattered foxing, some light wear to the corners but in fact a near fine
copy.
$225
5. BAKER, Samuel W. Ismailia. A Narrative of the Expedition to Central Africa
for the Suppression of the Slave Trade. Organized Ismail, Khedive of Egypt.
London: Macmillan & Co., 1874. In two volumes. First edition. Tall 8vo., orig.
green with pictorial decoration in gilt on the upper covers and spines, viii, 447,
55pp. ads dated “October 1874”; viii, 588pp. With 50 plates and two maps in
colour, including one folding. There is a two-inch tear in the folding map (no
loss), bookplates, spines slightly cocked with some wear to the ends, but
certainly a very good copy. Himly I p.49 “In 1869, at the request of the khedive
Ismail, Baker undertook the command of a military expedition to the equatorial
regions of the Nile, with the object of suppressing the slave-trade there and
opening the way to commerce and civilization. Before starting from Cairo with a
force of 1700 Egyptian troops, many of them discharged convicts, he was given

the rank of pasha and major-general in the Ottoman army. Lady Baker, as
before, accompanied him. The khedive appointed him Governor-General of the
new territory of Equatoria for four years at a salary of £10,000 a year; and it
was not until the expiration of that time that Baker returned to Cairo, leaving his
work to be carried on by the new governor, Colonel Charles George Gordon. He
had to contend with innumerable difficulties—the blocking of the river in the
Sudd, the bitter hostility of officials interested in the slave-trade, the armed
opposition of the natives—but he succeeded in planting in the new territory the
foundations upon which others could build up an administration. He returned to
England with his wife in 1874... He published his narrative of the central African
expedition under the title of Ismailia (1874).”
$1,000
6. BALLIF, Noel. Dancers of God. Translated from the French by James Cameron.
London: Sidgwick & Jackson, (1955). First edition in English. Cloth, 213pp.
Illustrated. Fine in d/w. The author’s account of making three documentary films
about the pygmies of central Africa which provides a detailed description of the
manners, customs and way of life of the different tribes.
$75
7. BIGELOW, Poultney. White Man’s Africa. Illustrated by R. Caton Woodville
and From Photographs. New York: Harper & Brothers, 1898. First edition. Tall
8vo., orig. beige cloth with a pictorial panel on the upper board, xvi, 271pp. With
illustrations. Name, a few pages opened carelessly (no loss or chips), slight
rubbing o/w a near fine copy. Covering the area of Africa stretching
northwestward from the Cape of Good Hope for about 1,000 miles running
along the Indian Ocean and examines the effects of colonization. $150
8. BROWN, A. Samler (editor). The South and East African Year Book & Guide
With Atlas and Diagrams. Edited Anually by... For the Union Castle Mail
Steamship Company... 1935 Edition. London: Sampson Low, Marston & Co.,
1935. 8vo., orig. drab green cloth stamped in dark blue, lxvi, 1130, 64pp. of
maps, 110pp. ads. Fine.
$225
9. BROWNE, W. G. Travels in Africa, Egypt, And Syria, From the Year 1792 to
1798. London: Printed for T. Cadell and W. Davies... 1806. Second edition,
enlarged. 4to., cont. leather, (xxxvi), 632pp. With 3 folding maps, 1 plate and
frontis. This copy has been professionally rebacked, bookplate o/w a nice copy.
Educated at Oxford, George William Browne (1768-1813) was pursuing a
career in law until “his thoughts were diverted by reading Bruce’s travels and
the first report of the African Association, and he resolved to devote himself to
the exploration of Africa.” He arrived at Alexandria in 1792, and after two
months’ residence, proceeded westward along the coast to visit the ruins at
Siwah. He subsequently spent time in Cairo, studying Arabic and investigating
the political and social condition of the country, and visited the principal
remains of Egyptian antiquity, at that time little known to Europeans. He was
prevented entry into Nubia, so he set about exploring the vast Roman quarries at
Cosseir on the Red Sea, which he explored in the disguise of an oriental. Browne

then decided to accompany the great Soudan caravan to Darfur, a country not
previously described by any European, from which he hoped to penetrate into
Abyssinia. After encountering great hardships, he reached Darfur in 1793, only
to become ill with dysentery, be robbed of all his possessions and then be
detained by the Sultan. Finally, the Sultan released him and Browne returned
with the caravan in 1796, having gained much information, particularly on the
course of the Nile. Browne journeyed through Syria and through Asia Minor to
Constantinople and returned to England in 1798. Browne published an account
of his travels in the above work, first issued in 1800. From 1800-1802 Browne
traveled in the Levant and Turkey. In 1812 he set out to explore the Tartary by
way of Persia. Traveling through Asia Minor and visiting Armenia, he proceeded
safely as far as Tabriz, which he left towards the end of the summer of 1813.
According to one of the servants accompanying him, Browne was murdered by
bandits a few days out of Tabriz. Browne’s body was not recovered and there
remained doubts about accounts of his death.
$3,500
10. BRUCE, James. Travels To Discover the Source of the Nile, In the Years 1768,
1769, 1770, 1771, 1772 & 1773. ...To Which Is Prefixed A Life Of The Author.
Edinburgh: Printed by James Ballantyne For Archibald Constable and Co., ...
1805. In seven volumes, plus one volume of plates. Second edition, corrected
and enlarged. Tall 8vo., recently rebacked with dark brown half calf (after the
period) and corners, retaining the contemporary marble boards, gilt and
blindstamped compartments. With portrait frontispiece, 79 plates and 3 large
folding maps. Large folding maps a bit foxed with professional reinforcements
of the folds on the verso, boards rubbed but still a near fine set. James Bruce
(1730-1794), Scottish explorer in Africa. After journeying through Barbary and
the Levant, Bruce arrived at Alexandria in June 1768 resolved to endeavour to
discover the source of the Nile. His Travels was issued in 1790, after he retired
to his home at Kinnaird, at the urging of his friend Daines Barrington. It was
published in five octavo volumes, lavishly illustrated. The work was popular, but
was ridiculed by scholars and other travellers as being exaggerated nonsense.
However, the substantial accuracy of every statement concerning his Abyssinian
travels has since been amply demonstrated. (11th Brit).
$4,500
11. BRYK, Felix. Voodoo-Eros. Ethnological Studies in the Sex-Life of the African
Aborigines. Translated from the German by Mayne F. Sexton. New York:
United Book Guild, 1964. A revised edition of Voodoo-Eros which is a
translation of Negro-Eros. 8vo., cloth, 251pp. Illustrated. White spine a bit soiled
o/w a nice copy.
$75
12. BURCKHARDT, J. L. (Johann Ludwig). Travels In Nubia. London:
Association for Promoting the Discovery of the Interior Pars of Africa/ John
Murray, 1819. First edition. 4to., recently rebound in brown half calf, marble
boards, raised bands, blind stamped compartments, leather labels, xcii, 543pp.
With a frontispiece portrait of the author and 3 engraved maps (2 of which are
folding). Some foxing to the maps otherwise a fine copy. Ibrahim-Himlay p. 105,

Blackmer 238 (second edition). Johann Ludwig Burckhardt, (1784-1817), “the
first European in modern times to visit the ancient city of Petra and to arrive at
the great Egyptian temple at Abu Simbel (or Abu Sunbul). Burckhardt went to
England in 1806 and studied in London and at Cambridge University. In 1809,
under the auspices of the Association for Promoting the Discovery of the Interior
Parts of Africa, he visited Syria to learn Arabic and to accustom himself to
Muslim life. According to instructions from the London association, he was then
to journey to the regions south of the Sahara, via Fezzan, now the southwestern
sector of Libya. In 1812, en route from Syria to Cairo, he discovered the
important archaeological site at Petra, in modern Jordan. Upon his arrival in
Cairo he found no immediate prospect for a reliable caravan to Fezzan; hence
he decided to travel up the Nile. In so doing he discovered the temple at Abu
Simbel, generally thought to be among the most imposing of all rock temples.
Next he traveled through Arabia, visiting Mecca. He then returned to Cairo
where he died, still waiting for a chance to cross the Sahara. Burckhardt, who
took a Muslim name and often wore Muslim dress, left his large collection of
Arabic manuscripts to Cambridge University. “His writings include Travels in
Nubia (1819), Travels in Syria and the Holy Land (1822), and Travels in Arabia
(1829). (Ency. Brit.)
$2,750
13. CAMERON, V. L. A Travers L’Afriquee Voyage De Zanzibar a Benguela.
Traduit De L’Anglais Avec L’Autorisation De L’Auteur Par Mme. H. Loreau. Et
Contenant 139 Gravures sur Bois, 1 carte, et 4 Fac-simile. Paris: Librairie
Hachette, 1878. French edition. Sm. 4to., cont. morocco spine, cloth, raised
bands, gilt compartments, 559pp. Illustrations and a folding map. A bit worn o/w
fine.
$400
14. COUPER, J. R. Mixed Humanity: A Story of Camp Life in South Africa.
Illustrated by Irving Montague. South Africa: J. C Juta & Co; Impey, Walton &
Co., Eastern Province, P. Davis & Sons, Natal... nd. (1892). First edition. 8vo.,
orig. red cloth, 400pp. Illustrated. Lacking the rear free e/paper, spine faded with
some general rubbing o/w a very good copy. Mendelssohn I: pp.386/7. “Most of
the inhabitants of Kimberley and Johannesburg in the late ‘eighties’ knew
something of the well-known pugilist, Couper, the author of this novel... who did
much to advance the science of athletics in South Africa, and some of his bestknown fights are described in this volume. He amassed and later lost a fortune,
committing suicide in a fit of depression at Johannesburg. The tale is a hardly
exaggerated picture of the seamy side of Kimberly life before the amalgamation
of the diamond mines.”
$350
15. CRAWFORD, D. Thinking Black 22 Years Without A Break In The Long
Grass of Central Africa. London: Morgan and Scott, 1912. First edition. Tall
thick 8vo., orig. black cloth stamped in gilt, xii, (486), 18pp. index, (20)pp. ads.
With 4 illustrations in colour, 18 in black and white. An about fine copy. An
account of the author’s experiences in Central Africa from 1889 to 1912.
$250

16. CUMMING, Roualeyn Gordon. A Hunter’s Life Among Lions, Elephants,
And Other Wild Animals of South Africa. With An Introduction by Bayard
Taylor. New York: Derby & Jackson, 1857. Two volumes in one (as issued).
Reprint (first published 1856). 8vo., recent calf spine, cloth, raised bands, leather
label, xiv, 326; viii, 300pp. Foxing and some staining throughout a very good
copy.
$300
17. DOUGLAS, M. (Mary). In Lionland The Story of Livingstone and Stanley.
With Illustrations. London: Thomas Nelson And Sons, 1900. First edition. 8vo,.
orig. pictorial cloth, 275, (4)pp. ads. Some rubbing to extremities o/w a very nice
copy.
$150
18. FORBES, Edgar Allen. The Land of the White Helmet. Lights and Shadows
Across Africa. New York: Fleming H. Revell, (1910). First edition. Tall 8vo.,
orig. black cloth decorated in white, 356, (4)pp. ads. With illustrations. A fine
copy.
$150
19. FOTHERINGHAM, L. Monteith. Adventures In Nyassaland. A Two Years’
Struggle With Arab Slave-Dealers In Central Africa. London: Sampson Low,
Marston, Searle & Rivington, 1891. First edition. 8vo., orig. blue pictorial cloth,
(xvi), 304, 32pp. ads. With illustrations. Inner front hinge cracked, spine slightly
cocked and darkened, some rubbing but certainly a very good copy. $500
20. GILBERT, P. L’Afrique Inconnue Recits Et Aventures Des Voyageurs
Modernes Au Soudan Oriental. Tours: Alfred Mame Et Fils, 1865. Deuxieme
edition. Tall 8vo., full cont. black calf, raised bands, gilt lettering, 236pp.
Bookplate o/w a fine copy. This book deals mainly with the explorations of
Burton and Speke in search of a source for the White Nile.
$150
21. GRIAULE, Marcel. Burners of Men. Modern Ethiopia. Translated from the
French... Philadelphia: Lippincott, 1935. First edition in English. Cloth, 308pp.
Illustrations. Offsetting on front cover from d/w o/w a nice copy in d/w with
chips to spine ends, very good. “Adventures of a French scientist in Abyssinia...
the author pictures the customs, magic, religion and arts of the villages of the
interior where few white men have ever been.”
$85
22. HATTERSLEY, C. W. The Baganda At Home. With One Hundred Pictures of
Life and Work In Uganda. London: The Religious Tract Society, 1908. First
edition. Tall 8vo., orig. blue green cloth with pictorial gilt decoration on the
upper cover and spine, xvi, 227, (10)pp. With illustrations. Inner hinges cracked,
some light wear to spine ends but certainly better than very good copy.
$125

23. HEADLEY, J. T. The Achievements Of Stanley And Other African Explorers.
Philadelphia: Hubard Bros, 1878. Tall thick 8vo., orig. green cloth with pictorial
gilt decoration on the spine, 605pp. With illustrations and a folding map at rear.
Trace of rubbing to the spine ends o/w fine.
$300
24. HUTTON, William. A Voyage To Africa: Including A Narrative of An
Embassy To One Of The Interior Kingdoms, In The Year 1820; With Remarks
On The Course and Termination of the Niger And Other Principal Rivers In That
Country... Illustrated With Maps and Plates. London: Printed for Longman,
Hurst, Rees, Orme and Brown, 1821. First edition. Tall 8vo., contemporary full
calf which have been rebacked in the late 19th century with a calf spine, raised
bands, gilt compartments, leather label, (xii), 489pp. With four plates in colour
and two folding maps. Binding a bit rubbed with some wear to the spine ends
and corners but still a very good copy with attractive plates. Abbey 280. “This
valuable work, with public documents contains observations made during a
journey of eleven years’ mission to Ashantee, West Africa and four voyages to
the Gold Coast, and also contains a small vocabulary of the Fantee language.”
(Allibone).
$3,000
25. KOLBEN, Peter. The Present State of the Cape of Good-Hope: Or, A Particular
Account of the Hottentots: Their Religion, Government, Laws, Customs,
Ceremonies, and Opinions; Their Art of War, Professions, Language, Genius,
&c. Together With A Short Account of the Dutch Settlement at the Cape Written
Originally In High German by...Done Into English from the Original by Mr.
Medley. Illustrated with Copper Plates. London: Printed for W. Innys and R.
Manney,... 1738, (1731). In two volumes. Second edition, so stated on the
titlepage of volume one. 8vo., full contemporary calf, raised bands, gilt
compartments, leather spine labels, (xvi), (1)-367, 1p. ad; xviii, (2), 1-363, (1)p.
ad. With 30 engraved copper plates, some folding and a folding map. Bookplate,
inner hinges cracked, some rubbing to outer hinges, some rubbing to the binding
but certainly a very good copy of this important work on South Africa.
Mendelssohn I p.844-45 for the first edition in English, 1731. Kolben sailed with
the Dutch East India Company in 1704 and remained until 1713. This work, first
published in 1731 is a “classic work on South Africa.” “The natural history
section was of considerable value at the time of publication. He provides a full
account of the government of the country, with detailed descriptions of the
various settlements, and a mass of information respecting the habits and customs
of the native races. Despite a few inaccuracies the volumes contain the exactest
history of the Hottentots the world has yet seen.” (Mendelssohn). $1,500
26. LEAK, J. Johnson. James Hannington The Merchant’s Son Who Was Martyred
For Africa. London: Pickering & Inglis, nd. (189-?) 8vo., orig. yellow pictorial
paper boards, (a yellowback), 64pp. Spine ends worn, o/w a very good copy.
$85

27. LIVINGSTON, David. The Last Journals of David Livingstone, In Central
Africa. From Eighteen Hundred and Sixty-Five To His Death. Continued By A
Narrative Of His Last Moments And Sufferings, Obtained From His Faithful
Servants Chuma And Susi by Horace Waller. New York: Harper & Brothers,
1875. First U.S. edition. Tall thick 8vo., orig. rust cloth with a small pictorial
decoration in gilt on the upper cover, 540, (4)pp. ads. With illustrations and a
large folding map in the pocket at rear. An about fine copy.
$400
28. LIVINGSTONE, David. Missionary Travels And Researches In South Africa;
Including A Sketch of Sixteen Years’ Residence In The Interior Of Africa, And
A Journey From The Cape Of Good Hope To Loanda on the West Coast; Thence
Across The Continent, Down The River Zambesi, To The Eastern Ocean.
London: John Murray, 1857. First edition, first issue. Tall 8vo., orig. brown
cloth, x, 687, 8pp. ads. With three tinted lithograph plates including a folding
frontispiece, with 2 folding maps (including a folding map at the pocket at rear),
24 full page engravings and illustrations in the text. This copy has been
professionally rebacked, some reinforcement to the inner hinges but o/w a better
than very good, unworn copy. Abbey 347, Mendelssohn I, 908. David
Livingstone (1813-1873) Scottish missionary and explorer in Africa. Livingstone
set off from Cape Town in 1852 working his way north where he was cordially
received by Sekeletu and his people in the Makololo. Men were selected by
Sekeletu to accompany Livingstone with a view to open up a trade route between
their own country and the west coast. Livingstone was plagued by fever, semistarvation and dysentery. From Loanda he sent his astronomical observations to
Sir Thomas Maclear at the Cape and an account of his journey to the Royal
Geographical Society. He reached Lake Dilolo in 1855 and made a careful study
of the hydrography of the country. The route to the west proved unavailable and
Livingstone opted to follow the Zambezi to its mouth. He discovered the famous
“Victoria” falls of the Zambezi and completed a 2 1/2 year journey. “The results
in geography and in natural science in all its departments were abundant and
accurate; his observations necessitated a reconstruction of the map of Central
Africa. When Livingstone began his work in Africa the map was a blank from
Kuruman to Timbuktu, and nothing by envy or ignorance can throw any doubt
on the originality of his discoveries.” (11th Brit).
$2,000
29. LIVINGSTONE, David. Livingstone’s Travels and Researches In South
Africa;... Philadelphia: J.W. Bradley, 1860. A new edition, with colour plates.
8vo., orig. brown cloth with a pictorial gilt decoration of a lion on the upper
cover, spine gilt, xiv, 442, (24)pp. ads. With 12 chromolithograph plates and a
frontis. Touch of wear to the spine ends o/w a near fine copy.
$450
30. MAXWELL, Marius. Stalking Big Game With A Camera In Equatorial Africa
With A Monograph of the African Elephant by... Containing 113 Plates After
Photographs by the Author. Preface by Sidney F. Harmer... London: William
Heinemann, 1925. First trade edition (preceded by a limited edition in 1924
published by the Medici Society). 4to., orig. blue cloth, (xx), (206)pp. With

numerous illustrations. Bit of rubbing to the spine ends, lower front corner
slightly bumped o/w a near fine copy in a d/w which is soiled and has some
chipping but is certainly very good. “Mr. Maxwell uses his camera as other
stalkers use the rifle. This volume is the record of his expeditions through British
East Africa in search of opportunities to photograph hippopotamus, buffalo,
giraffe, rhinoceros, and beyond all else, elephants, for his chief delight was to
track that great beast through forest, bush and swamp, and snap him unawares.
The results are remarkable, and form the finest gallery of big game portraits
ever made.”
$750
31. MAXWELL, Marius. Stalking Big Game With A Camera In Equatorial Africa
With A Monograph of the African Elephant by... Preface by Sidney F. Harmer...
Illustrated from Photographs by the Author. New York: The Century Co.,
(c.1924). First U.S. trade edition. 4to., orig. olive cloth pictorially dec. in black
and orange, xx, 311pp. With numerous illustrations. Leaf 163/164 torn fully
across about a quarter of the way up the page, neatly repaired with tape, else near
fine.
$125
32. MILTOUN, Francis & Blance Mcmanus. In the Land of Mosques and
Minarets: Mediterranean Africa. With Illustrations by Blanche McManus.
Boston: L.C. Page & Co., (1908). First edition. 8vo., orig. grey pictorially
decorated cloth, 442pp. With numerous plates and a folding map. Name on title
o/w fine copy. Travels in Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia.
$165
33. MONTBARD, G. Among The Moors. Sketches of Oriental Life. London:
Sampson Low, Marston and Company, 1894. First edition. Tall 8vo., orig. green
cloth with gilt decoration on the upper cover and spine, T.E.G., xxii, 281pp.
With numerous illustrations. Pp. xii carlessly opened with a small piece (1/2” x 1
1/2”) missing from margin, some minor foxing to prelims, o/w a fine, bright
copy. With chapters on Tangier; Gebeleh; Arzilah; El-Araish; Sidi Cassim; The
Mehdiouna; Fez; Ouezzen and much more.
$400
34. MONTEIRO, Joachim John. Angola and The River Congo. New York:
Macmillan and Co., 1876. First U.S. edition. (first published London: 1875 in
two volumes). 8vo., orig. green cloth with a small pictorial decoration in black
on the upper cover, xii, 354, (2)pp. ads. With illustrations. Small stamp on the
top of the first page of text, bookplate o/w a near fine copy. “The following
description of the country between the River Zaire or Congo, and Mossamedes
or Little Fish Bay, comprising ten degrees of latitude, is the result of many years
of travel in and exploration of that part of the coast. My aim has been to present
an accurate and truthful account of its more striking features and productions,
and of the manners and customs of the various tribes which inhabit it...”
$450

35. MORDEN, William and Irene. Our African Adventure. London: Seeley &
Service, (1954). First edition. Tall 8vo., cloth, 256pp. With illustrations. Fine in
d/w with some rubbing and wear to the spine ends but still very good. Morden
led the 1926 Morden-Clark expedition through the Russian Pamirs and Chinese
Turkestan, in 1929-30 he led the Morden-Graves North Asiatic Expedition. Here
Morden leads an expedition developed in co-operation with the Department of
Anthropology at the American Museum of Natural History, to study the little
known natives of the Turkana District of northwestern Kenya.
$200
36. PLIENINGER, Gustav. David Livingstone. Lebensbild des groben Entdeckers
und Missionars…. Stuttgart: Drud un Berlag von Bebruder Kroner, 1885. Tall
8vo., orig. olive green cloth with elaborate pictorial decoration on the upper
cover, 270pp. With six coloured plates and a folding map. Bookplate, name,
some minor wear to the foot of the spine but in fact a very nice copy of a pretty
book.
$150
37. ROOSEVELT, Theodore. African Game Trails An Account of the African
Wanderings of An American Hunter-Naturalist. New York: Syndicate Publishing
Company, (1910). First of this edition. Sm.4to., orig. light brown cloth with
elaborate pictorial decoration on the upper cover, xxiv, 583pp. Profusely
illustrated. Bookplate o/w a fine copy.
$250
38. SCOTT, E. P. Stanley And His Heroic Relief of Emin Pasha. London: Dean and
Son, nd. (1890). First edition. 8vo., orig. patterned mustard cloth with pictorial
decoration, xvi, (17)-246, (8)pp. ads. Illustrated. Contemporary ownership
inscription o/w a fine copy of a scarce book.
$385
39. SIMPSON, Charles. A Yankee’s Adventures In South Africa. Chicago: Rhodes
& McClure, 1900. Later edition. 8vo., orig. blue cloth decorated in silver, 234,
(12)pp. ads. Cheap paper browned as usual o/w an about fine copy. $85
40. SPEKE, John Hanning. Journal Of The Discovery Of The Source Of The Nile.
Edinburgh: Wiliam Blackwood And Sons, 1863. First edition. Tall 8vo., rebound
with a brown calf spine, brown cloth boards, raised bands, gilt, xxxi, (xxxii
blank), (1)-658, (4)pp. ads. With 26 engraved plates including the frontispiece; 2
maps (with 1 being a large folding map in a pocket at the rear). A few tears along
some of the folds of the folding map, frontis slightly foxed, stain in the margin of
pp. xv/xvi, adverts foxed o/w a near fine, clean copy. Ibrahim-Hilmy 255. An
account of Speke’s third African journey undertaken in order to confirm his
previous assertions about the source of the Nile which had caused a public
conflict with Richard Burton (Speke had accompanied Burton on two previous
expeditions.) Speke made this third journey, in company with Captain James
Augustus Grant, to ascertain still further if the Victoria Nyanza were indeed the
source of the Nile. He met Sir Samuel Baker, to whom he gave valuable
assistance, and who with his clue discovered the third lake, Albert Nyanz.
$2,250

41. STANLEY, Henry M. In Darkest Africa Or The Quest, Rescue, And Retreat Of
Emin Governor Of Equatorial. By... With Two Steel Engravings, One Hundred
and Fifty Illustrations and Maps. New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1890. In
two volumes. First U.S. edition. Tall 8vo., orig. green cloth, xiv, 547; xvi, 540pp.
With 3 folding maps in pockets at rear. Name, very minor rubbing o/w near fine.
$750
42. STANLEY, Henry M. Through The Dark Continent Or The Sources Of The
Nile Around The Great Lakes of Equatorial Africa And Down The Livingstone
River To the Atlantic Ocean. London: George Newnes, 1899. In two volumes.
New edition with a new preface by the author, written for this edition. Sm.4to.,
orig. with pictorial decoration on the upper covers and spines, xxxii, 400; xii,
419pp. With illustrations and maps including a large folding map. This copy has
been recased with new e/papers, some tears (no loss) in the large folding map, a
touch of rubbing but in fact a very nice, better than very good copy. $350
43. STANLEY, Henry M. How I Found Livingstone. Travels, Adventures and
Discoveries In Central Africa Including Four Months Residence With Dr.
Livingstone. London: Sampson Low, Marston, 1872. Second edition. Sm. thick
4to., orig. rust cloth, xxiii, 736, 8pp. ads dated “October 1872.” With
illustrations, maps and an original photographic frontis. This copy has been
professionally rebacked with the original spine laid down, new pastedowns and
e/papers o/w a better than very good copy.
$400
44. STOCK, Sarah Geraldina. Missionary Heroes of Africa. London: London
Missionary Society, 1897. First edition. Tall square 8vo., orig. green decorated
cloth, viii, 204, 12pp. ads. With numerous illustrations. Inscription on title o/w a
fine, bright copy.
$200
45. THOMSON, Joseph. Through Masai Land: A Journey of Exploration Among
The Snowclad Volcanic Mountatins And Strange Tribes of Eastern Equatorial
Africa. Being the Narrative of the Royal Geographical Society’s Expedition To
Mount Kenia And Lake Victoria Nyanza, 1883-1884. New and Revised edition,
(so stated). 8vo., orig. dark green cloth with a gilt decoration on the upper board,
xvi, 364, 32pp. ads dated “September 1888.” With illustrations and a folding
map. This copy has been professionally rebacked with the original spine laid
down, some scattered foxing o/w a very nice copy.
$500
46. WALMSLEY, Hugh Mulleneux. Zulu Land: Its Wild Sports And Savage Life.
London: Published by the Li-Quor Tea Company, nd. (188-?) “Special Edition
with Illustrations” so stated on the titlepage. 8vo., orig. rust cloth with decoration
in black and a small pictorial paper panel on the upper board, viii, 374pp.
Scattered foxing, some minor wear to the foot of the spine o/w a nice copy.
$350

47. WAUTERS, A.J. Stanley’s Emin Pasha Expedition. London: John C. Nimmo,
1890. First edition. 8vo., orig. green cloth with a pictorial gilt panel on the upper
cover, xvii, 378, (32)pp. ads dated “January 1890.” With illustrations and a large
folding map. Inner hinges cracked, the folding map has a five-inch tear with no
loss o/w a near fine copy. An account of Stanley’s last and most difficult journey.
Stanley was put in charge of an army of rifleman formed by the Emin Pasha
Relief Committee to secure the rescue of the Emin Pasha. The rescue was
undertaken after the fall of Khartoum when it was discovered that the Emin
Pasha was holding out against the Mahdi’s hordes.
$450
48. WEEKS, Rev. John H. Congo Life and Jungle Stories. Part I—Life on the
Congo. Part II—Thirty-Three Native Stories. London: Religious Tract Society,
nd. (192-?) Second edition. Tall 8vo., orig. tan pictorial cloth, 468pp. Illustrated.
Bookplate of “The Missionary Society of the Methodist Church, Canada”,
lacking the front e/paper o/w a nice copy.
$85
49. WESTERMARCK, Edward. Wit And Wisdom In Morocco A Study Of Native
Proverbs. With the Assistance of Shereef ‘Abd-Es-Salam El-Baqqali. London:
George Routledge & Sons, 1930. First edition. Tall 8vo., orig. blue cloth, (xii),
448, (1)p. ads. Very slight rubbing o/w a fine copy.
$185
50. ZIMMERMANN, Emil. The German Empire Of Central Africa. With and
Introduction by Edwyn Bevan. New York: George H. Doran, nd. (191-?) 8vo.,
orig. printed wrappers, xlix, 63pp. Near fine.
$75
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